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By Daniel J. Kornstein

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Something Else is a sequel to Daniel J. Kornstein s classic 1994
study of Shakespeare and the law Kill All the Lawyers? The author found he had more - something
else - to say on the subject. Written in the same crisp, lucid, and witty style as his previous critically
acclaimed and highly influential book on Shakespeare, Kornstein s new book continues his
illuminating, original, and entertaining explorations of the Bard and the law. In Something Else
Kornstein probes new Shakespeare territory with insight and eloquence, but without academic. He
analyzes from a fresh perspective, and devastatingly picks apart, Mark Twain s evidence that
Shakespeare could not have written the plays because he was not a lawyer. Kornstein submits for
the reader s verdict moot court briefs based on Hamlet and The Merchant of Venice. A timely
chapter on Coriolanus shows how that rarely performed play explains much about democracy and
elections in America. The author s discussion of Henry V and the law of war will rivet everyone s
attention with its relevance to recent history and current events. Other chapters look...
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Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner

This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge-- Caden Buckridge
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